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one of the most powerful and easy-to-use. in four different modes: Auto, Record, Edit and Export. AutomaticJust as when I posted my latest piece, "So Long, Dirty Eddie" about the departure of legendary radio DJ Eddie Antar, the comparisons to Jerry Lewis were inevitable. Like Lewis, Eddie Antar left the radio business by his own free

will and not by way of a shotgun blast to the face. The difference is that when Jerry shot Eddie, he suffered a fractured skull and lost a leg and a significant amount of time in rehab, was unable to do much if anything, and is a generally lovable character who didn't try to get back on the air. Eddie, on the other hand, was in good
health throughout his working life and did not require the same level of physical therapy. As I wrote on the Inner Radio blog, "The popular media is foolishly likening the dissolution of the legendary radio DJ 'Eddie Antar' with the flamboyant, irreverent Jerry Lewis. But anyone who's been involved in the radio business knows that you
could easily extend the comparison to the Hollywood entertainment industry (as those of us who were a part of it have). Any number of legendary stars left the biz by their own free will and this was likely their departure (and exit from) the industry with dignity and grace, not by getting shot in the back of the head with a shotgun.

Jerry Lewis was in good health (unlike Eddie), not a wreck (unlike Eddie), and he's been back and back again, though not to the level of the vast majority of people who have truly been a part of the radio business. Can you imagine seeing John Lennon or Neil Young hanging around a radio station before their music was known outside
of LA? Stephen King isn't a household name, but he's probably the only novelist who has influenced writers of books for young adults, like Anne McCaffrey. Jimmy Buffett doesn't have a radio show. The list goes on and on, and the only reason that Eddie
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